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PRESIDENT’S 
MESSAGE

“

”

Welcome to Spindle, Stairs & Railings  
Mono Stringer 2023 Catalogue! 

Crafted for different generations, we cohere every space with our products.   

Design makes our clients feel at home, which is functionally achieved by our 
construction, labour and skilled trades.   In collaboration with the greatest stair 

companies across Canada and the United States; to create the  
greatest steel mono stringer stairs in North America.  

Adults and children alike can discover the locomotion available  
within a space from what is dreamt.   

With all the greatest artists and their ideas for creation, we introduce to you, the 
new 2023 Mono Stringer Collection.  Modern and contemporary, this minimalist 

approach offers open space, beautiful flow of light, and the  
feel that stairs simply float! 

We look forward to answering any of your questions.   
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MONO STRINGERS 

We have seven (7) types of stringers that are 
the foundation, and literal support, to these 

aesthetic modern designs. 



Adrien Mono Stringer

Darcy Mono Stringer

Edren Mono Stringer

Gabriela Stringer 

Halliday Cantilever

Mercier Mono Stringer

Reza Mono Stringer
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INTRODUCING 



The 2023 Collection 



The Adrien  

A present statement within any space, this maple tread looks simply 
elegant with the 15mm glass which is structured with standoffs.  The rail 
blank is with track lighting. 
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The Adrien  

The butcher block maple treads are framed by a rail blank with track 
lighting and a black iron horizontal flat bar.   

The 15mm glass is securely in place with standoffs.  
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The Halliday   

A simple modern statement: the 15mm glass seamlessly lets you look 
through it to the maple blank handrail, which is supported by metal 
brackets.  Additionally, the walnut standoffs have a solid presence as 
they peak through the glass for a funky detail.  
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The Halliday   

We see this contemporary look with floating treads.  The 15mm glass 
further pulls together this modern aesthetic.  It is important to note that 
the glass does not touch the floor!  Pure craftsmanship.  
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The Darcy  

This look is achieved with metal horizontal spindles which is finished off 
with a square rail bar.  An eye catching detail, that creates diagonal lines 
which ever so minimally “frame” the maple treads.   

For continuity, a matching style black square spigot has been created to 
support the glass.  
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The Darcy  

This design comes together with a cable railing, which allows an airy 
feeling combined with maple treads.  The final touch is the maple blank 
rail.  
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The Adrien  

Leaning towards an industrial look, the glass stands with black standoffs 
which allows a clear line of sight to the solid maple treads.   

The U-Stair shape has a large landing to safely turn and continue up or 
down the steps.   

Metal brackets complete the look alongside the black maple blank rod 
for the handrail.    
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The Edren  

A slim choice of 10mm glass lets light flow through a space; these are 
held in place with black iron posts with clips.   

Chunky butcher block treads are partnered with rail blanks.      
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The Edren  

A different version comes together by 10mm glass being supported by 
black square iron with clips.   

Solid maple treads are a light colour choice creating a drastic contrast 
between handrail and stairway.  
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The Edren  

The matching walnut treads flow effortlessly with the walnut square 
blank rail.   

Strong vertical lines are achieved by the black steel posts with clips 
supporting 10mm glass. 
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The Gabriela  

A clean, simple look comes together with 15mm glass allowing the solid 
maple treads to be the statement here. 
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The Gabriela  

White oak continuous rails, pair elegantly with the solid treads.   

15mm glass panels let your eye focus on each step — strong horizontal 
lines going up and down the staircase. 
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The Reza  

The wood rail and post pair excellently with the solid treads.   

Iron spindles vertically support the handrail; every third spindle has a 
rectangular shaped detail for added interest to the eye.  The spindles 
match perfectly in colour to the Reza Mono Stringer.





The Gabriela  

Oak treads, float from the wall.    

The minimal 15mm glass is easy to clean and on the flat flooring has a 
black spigot, with matching clips securing each neighbouring panel.  
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The Edren  

Functional to this space, this look is cohesive because the solid treads 
and landing have a blank rail for support.   

With grey painted walls, a similar colour palette is highlighted along the 
staircase with stainless steel brackets and standoffs.  

15mm glass lets light flow through this long, narrow space. 
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The Mercier  

10mm glass is artistically cut around treads and rails for true continuity 
along each level.   

Stainless steel posts and clips make the metal pop against the natural 
solid treads, landing and maple hand rail.  
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The Gabriela  

Really like light within your space?  These glass treads are ever so discrete 
with the 15mm glass.   

The white iron rail ‘melts’ into the white walls.  
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The Gabriela  

The upper section to this design merges the 15mm glass with solid 
treads.  

Switching it up for a multifunctional space, the theatre steps flow 
allowing creative options.  This lower level could be used as a reading 
nook, display shelves or storage area.    
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The Darcy  

Although incomplete, this in-progress project highlights the hardwood 
wrapped tread which awaits the necessary rail.  
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The Darcy  

Large 15mm glass panels have been used in this look, which is tied 
together with black metal standoffs and a clean simple, blank 
continuous rail.   
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The Gabriela  

The maple blank rail sits effortlessly above the 15mm glass; which lets 
your eye ‘drop’ to the paired solid treads.  
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The Reza (image from page 4) 

Comes together with 6mm glass, which is made taller by combining an 
iron rail, black iron rod and square standoffs.  

The solid treads and landing are framed by the exterior window.  
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The Mercier (image from cover page) 

The Mercier (image from page 54) 

Also has 6mm glass.  

The crafted solid treads also intertwine a stud and winder treads.   

The steel square rod is powder coated and  
supported by square posts with clips.  



DEFINING MOMENT 
                       Here are your keys to your new home 



CONNECT WITH US

https://www.greatstairs.com/

#Spindle_StairsandRailings

#SSRMemories

Facebook LinkedIn Instagram
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Call us at (403) 294-0555

The Mercier
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